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Abstract—The paper highlights the alternative learning of algorithm development and programming using cryptographic algorithms. The first section describes the different methods of teaching of programming. We focused primarily on those methods, which are used in our research. The next section described relationship between algorithmic thinking and cryptology. The set of examples demonstrated using of cryptology in algorithm development is part of the paper too. The last section shows the methodology and results of the pedagogical research, which takes place place at the University of Hradec Kralove within specific research project, particularly we focus to the determination of the research group, methods, justification for the choice of programming language and existing research results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interest of student on subjects focused on algorithm development and programming is no longer such as it was few years ago. At the same time, however, we can say that these subjects are taught beyond the technical or scientific subjects. Our research takes place at the Philosophical Faculty, University of Hradec Kralove in the humanities-oriented group of students. They have learning of algorithm development and programming as compulsory subject in its curriculum. It is study program computer-aided teaching archiving.

Based on previous experience within this subject, we noticed that content of the subject is for the humanities-oriented student quite difficult. This is mainly due to the high content of mathematics in algorithm tasks. Using of numeric exercises is the most common approach of learning of algorithm development and programming. We therefore suggested and want to verify a new method that combines various existing approaches to teaching of algorithm development and programming. The main goal is to motivate students to mobilize, guide them to solve various examples.

The new methodology emphasizes on clarity. At the same time we try to choose the least examples from numerical mathematics - most examples is built on cryptographic algorithms. These examples are easy to understand, can be clearly demonstrate and student can know only basic mathematical knowledge. At the same time there are a lot of such examples, we can demonstrate the basic algorithmic instructions, or even different algorithmic construction and functions.

II. APPROACHES IN LEARNING OF PROGRAMMING

A. Definition of the Approaches in Learning of Programming

There are different approaches in learning of beginners in programming. R. Pecinovsky [1] describes the following teaching programming techniques:

- **Hardware-first** = student has to first know the design of computers (hardware, machine code, and subsequently higher programming languages).
- **Algorithms-first** = student first uses a general representation of the algorithm (flowcharts, pseudo code) and subsequently writes program in the syntax of the language
- **Imperative-first** = student first learns classical structured programming instructions, and then passes the object oriented programming.
- **Functional-first** = student first learns function, which is usually not used in practice, so it discourages most of students
- **Objects-first** = student becomes from beginning familiar with object-oriented programming straight (there may student be information overloaded)
- **Breadth-first** = student has to understand first computer science in general; he has an overall view, which subsequently is applied to programming.

Most often used approach in learning of object-oriented programming is Object-first - see e.g. [2], [3], [4]. The second most common approach is Algorithms-first, often followed by learning of structured programming (see e.g. [5]).
B. Structured Programming

Structured programming is programming based on the structure of the program, which comes strictly from the algorithm flowchart. From the system approach point of view the algorithm as well as structured program (written in any structured language - Pascal, C++, VB Script) can be understood as system, because they have properties of the system – algorithm interacts with its environment through inputs and outputs, consists from elements that are affected by interactions. Another division algorithm to subsystems is possible, from a practical perspective, however unreasonable.

In this context it is necessary to mention what types of exercises are used for training the algorithm development and structured programming. The exercises reflect two facts. Firstly, in the past, early in the courses of programming (mainly structured programming - Pascal, Basic, etc.) has been teaching of programming realized by teachers who also taught mathematics, or had to mathematics very close. Second, math problems are basically the simplest tasks, can be clearly described, defined and then developed by algorithm and rewritten to the program structure. That, however, seems at first glance a logical and simple, brings disadvantages. Algorithm development and structured programming explained by the mathematical tasks usually focus on rewriting the mathematical equations and formulas to the algorithms regardless of their complex systems integration with the exercises from real life. Used tasks are often artificial and divorced from reality. System and multidisciplinary approach is missing. Students, who do not have sufficient mathematical skills, do not understand the task and it can result in resistance to the algorithm development and subsequently to programming.

C. Object Oriented Programming

In contrast, the basic paradigm of Object oriented programming (OOP) is to model on the computer the real-world situation. The OOP applications are developed based on already created components. The basic terms of OOP are object, event abstraction, encapsulation, inheritance and polymorphism. From a system approach point of view the objects can be understood as open sub-system of whole application. Every object - the subsystem is a complete system - consisting of elements (a list of properties, event handlers), communicates with its environment through inputs (events, parameters) and outputs (methods and parameters).

D. Methods of Learning

The first method which respects the didactic principles is constructivism. The founder of constructivism is considered J. Piaget. The constructivist approach is based on cognitive methods and significantly is used individualization of teaching [6].

In constructivist teaching student itself creates new knowledge based on their previous knowledge, together with the information that can acquire during cognitive processes. The main feature of constructivism is the concept of learning as active, deliberate and social process of constructing meanings from submitted information and induced experience [7].

Constructivist method of teaching of programming is described by L. Salanci [8] or M. Ben-Ari [9]. When using constructivist teaching the student are able to solve various tasks, although they had never met them. The course consists of graded tasks and leading questions. Great emphasis is also placed on motivation, which is considered the most important factor in the learning process. The motivation is referred as the first phase of a simplified model of the cognitive process, next phase is collecting their own experiences, clarification of the rules and relationships, inference of the knowledge and training of the knowledge.

The findings of J. Piaget or J. Dewey's theory is based of experiential learning (described by D. Kolb). The different phases of experiential learning are shown in figure 1.

\[\text{Fig. 1 Kolb's (Experiential) Learning Cycle.}\]

Communicative approach is originally designed for teaching of foreign languages – language is not only understood as single structure (meaning the grammar and vocabulary), but language is also introduced and used in the sense of the executed functions. It was first introduced by G. H. Widdowson in 1978. One of the objectives of the communicative approach is to encourage the creativity of students. The communicative approach emphasizes on motivation and activity of students. Teacher is in position of guarantor of the methods and advisors. The motivational teaching methods like dialogical, problem or dramatic methods are used – see e.g. [10].

The Black Box method presents to students the task. Students investigated the relationship between cause (input) and the result (output). Student passes through three basic stages – see e.g. [11]:

- **abstraction** (student tries and watches what the is doing computer program and based on it derives general relationship);
- **encapsulation** (student considers how such a program could be written, composed its structure);
polymorphism (based on previous experience student is able to describe in detail the connection between input and output).

These methods develop not only algorithmic thinking, but also a system approach, creativity and critical thinking of students. Block diagram of the Black Box Methods is shown on figure 2.

III. ALGORITHMIC THINKING AND CRYPTOLOGY

Cryptology is the science that deals with the secrecy of messages.

We distinguish between three types of cryptology:

- Cryptography – creating form of ciphered messages that are understandable only to the addressee;
- Cryptanalysis – deciphering and breaking these ciphered messages;
- Steganography – creating of hide the message – the objective is to create the message that would not be found at all.

Some historical ciphersystems are known since antiquity (Caesar cipher or Hebrew ciphers). If we go through the history of cryptology, we observe how cryptology gradually improved and the procedures to encrypt and decrypt the text and techniques for solution of ciphers are more.

However it is always necessary to use exactly specified sequence of steps to get the correct result. Therefore cryptology can be used for development of individual competencies of algorithmic thinking (which is nowadays considered to be one of the main key competencies of education from elementary school to high school).

A. Competencies of Cryptology in Algorithm Development

Within algorithmic thinking we can find these five competencies – see [12]:

- The ability to correctly apply the algorithm in a particular situation (student recognizes already known elements and applies known algorithm);
- Ability to create custom algorithms (analysis and re-synthesis of solutions to the sub-elements of the task);
- The ability to verify the accuracy and efficiency of the algorithm (to decide whether a given algorithm can be use in for given situation);
- The ability to recognize a problem that does not have algorithmic solution (they are tasks with no general algorithm of solution (e.g. Trisecting angle or square the circle), which is difficult to understand for many students)
- The ability to describe the algorithm in words.

B. Cryptology in Learning of Programming

Cryptology in learning of programming has been already presented in some publications.

Alternative learning of algorithm development using cryptology presents in his paper M. Capay [13]. He underlines mainly students' motivation and increasing of interest of student. These tasks are written in the form of mysteries that has to be detected. Algebraic riddles, puzzles and ciphers are described on the principle of "black boxes". It is points out that the searched algorithm and programming solutions requires only basic knowledge of mathematical relationships. Ciphers are used for work with text strings. Only basic encryption techniques are used in the tasks. These tasks do not require explanation of its principle - namely mono-alphabetical substitution ciphers and transposition ciphers.

Another presented way of teaching of programming and algorithm development describes Š. Hubalovsky [14]. It is a systemic and multidisciplinary approach. Computer simulation of real systems based on knowledge of the situation in this field is created. The tasks are based on cryptanalysis - specifically cipher cryptanalysis mono-alphabetical cipher using bigrams [15] and trigrams [16] analysis of the reference text and the ciphertext. The solution is not without computer simulation hardly feasible.

The same approach is also engaged by M. Musilek. He describes case study of specific encryption method using Morse code – i.e. Morbit and Fractionated Morse – see e.g. [17].

Encryption in the learning of algorithm development and programming has been used also by R. Morelli [18], which gives a detailed proposal for the project method in teaching of object-oriented programming. He describes particular task on historical encryption systems - Caesar cipher and simple transposition cipher.

IV. CASE STUDY

CRYPTOLOGY IN LEARNING OF PROGRAMMING

A. Programming Language

Programming language Visual Basic for Application (VBA hereinafter), which is part of MS Excel (resp. MS Office) was selected in subject Programming in study program computer-aided teaching archiving. Advantage of programming in VBA in MS Excel is, that it allows work with MS Excel worksheets objects, mainly cells. The usage can be seen in deciphering using bigram [15] or trigrams analysis [16], where the process of storing the values into cells is very descriptive. Other advantage is possibility of creation of custom forms for easy control of the program. In addition, VBA programming
language based on Visual Basic (VB) is only adapted for MS Office products. The transition between these languages is due to the same syntax smooth.

B. Beginning Sample Lesson:
the Exchange Values of Two Variables

Required knowledge: way of input of value and storage of value to variable (e.g. by using of InputBox ("the guiding text") and form of display the output (e.g. by using of MsgBox (X)).

Motivation:
Students have to solve the following situation: three containers are filled by different liquid. Two of them are filled by different liquids (or bulk materials). The task is to swap the contents of these containers. Props can be prepared for this activity – it depends on age of the students [10].

Example 1:
In the first practical tasks, students receive a new function in form of source code, which they have to describe verbally ("What happened when we used this source code?")

\[ X = \text{InputBox("input text including letter A")} \]
\[ X = \text{Replace}(X, \text{"a"}, \text{"u"}) \]
\[ X = \text{Replace}(X, \text{"A"}, \text{"U"}) \]
\[ \text{MsgBox}(X) \]

The solution is the following description of the function:

\text{Replace (expression, find, replace)}

In the sequence of contiguous letters replace a certain substring with another substring.

The task may be accompanied by questions like:

- "What would happen if we missed a third line of code?"
- "What would be the output, if the letter “u” is replaced by other char in the second line of this code", etc.

Example 2:
In the next task students have to replace all the vowels by letter A (for example, when using language exercises, singing lessons). Students have to consider what letters are to be replaced and how the task can be simplified. Teacher can guide the students to use the function:

\[ x = \text{UCase}(x). \]

This function replaces all letters to uppercase. This function is often used in encryption algorithms. The function can be also created by students using function:

\text{Replace()}.\]

The task can be extended on removal all accents or punctuation.

The first task introduces the term function, the second task fixes the term function.

The next task develops algorithmic thinking of students (student can remember the motivational task which is help of solution).

Example 3:
Write program that exchanges the letters "A" and "E" in the text (i.e. if the input words is ABECEDA the output word will be EBACADE).

Students can use either the case-sensitive function (but at the end of the code all letters has to be changed to uppercase letters). Other and algorithmic better solution is based on using the third variable (another character), through which one of the specified letters is converted.

Example 4:
Write a program that will encrypt (or decrypt) text by Atbash cipher ("reverse alphabet" - the first letter is replaced with the last, the second is replaced with the second-last, etc.)

Example 5:
Write program that Morse code characters converted into the corresponding text.

This task is for some students quite difficult. Students have to order the commands Replace () from the longest to the shortest Morse alphabet letters. Example of bad sequence of commands:

\[ \ldots \]
\[ X = \text{Replace}(X, \text{"-/", "T"}) \]
\[ X = \text{Replace}(X, \text{"-/", "U"}) \]
\[ \ldots \]

C. Final Project Lesson:
Automatic Cryptoanalysis of the Cipher Text

Mastery of the principles algorithm development and programming is controlled by final project. Students use knowledge gained from previous lessons programming. Students are programmed in VBA.

The task of the project is to develop program for automatic cryptoanalysis of the monoalphabetical substitution cipher using frequency analysis of the bigrams of cipher text.

The solution of the above mentioned algorithmic task in MS Excel is subdivided into a number of more or less independent parts.

Detailed description of the automatic deciphering of monoalphabetical substitution cipher text can be found in [15].

1. Analysis of the reference text
The analysis of this reference text gives the first information about the frequency of individual letters, as well as the information of the frequency of bigrams of the selected language.

The final result of this step is creation of bigram matrix \( E \) of reference text – see figure 3.
2. Downloading and analyzing of the cipher text

The next step is downloading and analyzing of the cipher text. In this step the cipher text has to be downloaded and corrected.

The final result of this step is creation of frequency matrix of individual letters (see figure 4) and creation of bigram matrix \( D \) of cipher text.

3. Analysis of bigrams of the cipher text and automatic deciphering

Analysis of bigrams of the cipher text and automatic deciphering of the cipher text is done in the final step.

The program analyses a text based on the frequency of the bigrams and create a new conversion matrix \( D' \) by a simultaneous substitution of two rows and two columns of the matrix \( D \), calculates evaluation functions \( f' \):\n
\[
f' = \sum_{i=1}^{26} \sum_{j=1}^{26} \left| D'_{ij} - E_j \right|
\]

and evaluates condition:

\[
f' > f
\]

If \( f' > f \), the procedure continues with the next substitution of the letters in order. However, if \( f' < f \), the procedure immediately stops and program suggest result of deciphering.

The process of automatic deciphering can be expressed by the flowchart shown in the figure 5.

V. RESEARCH

A. Research Methodology

The main research method is pedagogical experiment. The Dehnadi test for comparison of initial conditions in the experimental and control groups was used in the beginning of the research. The test investigates algorithmic thinking of the students and precondition of the students for the fulfillment the subject algorithm development and programming – see figure 6.
B. Results of the Research

We found that there are several types of students in both experimental and control groups of student:

Type A: students handed blank test;
Type B: students to one question ticked more than one answer (the principle of the test is not understood);
Type C: students complete test correctly (60% of them already passed the course of programming in the previous study);
Type D: students complete test poorly;
Type E: students had some questions correct (in 90% they were the first three questions, which involve two variables, or even one question of three variables, when their value finally equal)

It is interesting that students who already attend course of algorithm development and programming belong to type C, D and E.

The distributions of students of experimental group are shown in figure 7 and distribution of student of control group is shown in figure 8.

VI. CONCLUSION

Collection of exercises (tasks) for beginners of algorithm development and programming is created within the research. The tasks are focused on working with text - just basic knowledge of mathematics is required. The tasks are based motivational character of ciphers - it's something mysterious that is needed to be discovered. The ciphers and deciphering caused the development of computer technology, so the work with cipher and learning via cipher belongs to the field of information technology.

The methodology also uses various new approaches to teaching - constructivism, the principle of clarity, the technique of the Black Box or multidisciplinary approach.

The research described in the paper highlights the alternative learning of algorithm development and programming using cryptographic algorithms

The programming language Visual Basic for Application, which meets the requirements of modern programming language, were chosen in our research.

The final result of influence of using cryptology in learning of algorithm development and programming to development of algorithm thinking cannot be given without a final test. Based on observations and interviews with students in the experimental group, however, we can summarize these dependencies:

• Students who have input test without error, have no problems in seminars, they work independently and fulfilled given tasks.
• 80% of students who regularly attend seminars (75% of attendance) respond to the guiding questions and they are
able to fulfill given tasks.

- Tasks related to text strings are for 50% of students more understandable than purely mathematical tasks (this group of students consists of 50% girls).
- Tasks related to historical cryptographic systems have motivational character. Students looked for various possible solutions and their programs were appropriately adjusted graphically and aesthetically. Their programs worked properly.
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